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__EXCLUSIVE__

one day, the girl was found again by the local government. they wanted to take her back to the city. at the
same time, a whole bunch of monsters suddenly arrived to the village. the local government did not know what

to do. they were all afraid of the monsters. then, they realized that they were much stronger and more cruel
than the girl. the monsters broke through the gate and chased after the girl. the girl could not run. the monsters
could easily catch up with her. but then, the girl saw a row of small stones at the other side of the field. she was

able to jump over them. but the girl could not think of anything else. the monsters found the girl, and
immediately started to kill her. the girl had no time to think. she simply ran to the stone and jumped over it. she

found herself in another world. what world it was, she did not know. the monsters found the girl. they were
extremely angry. they wanted to eat her. but the girl was no longer afraid. guys, this game is huge - 55mb, so

be patient please! this game is something i have never seen online - a turn based adult fighting game. it's really
important that at the beginning you can win only weakest babes, for example, rinsu or kyouko (look at the

difficulty stars when you mouse over their picture). after each victory you will open few new pictures of these
girls. click on the cg room button to take a look at them. enjoy! the buxom young shinobi of hanzo national

academy face their rival shinobi students from hebijo clandestine girls academy. but their covert battle of good
and evil is only a pretext for a darker plot, as the hebijo girls diabolical puppetmaster seeks to harness their

bloodshed for power beyond imagination. now, as his plague of summoned demons spreads across japan, the
rival girls find themselves on the same side. thrown together into unlikely pairs, the bubbly heroines and wily

renegades face an army of hideous foes.
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you're a girl who
was captured by
a shapeshifting
space monster,
and was never

seen again.
suddenly, a guy
with a peculiar
mask appears
before you and

offers a deal. this
guy will ask you
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to help him save
his friend who

has been
captured, and
together, you'll

go on an
adventure to find

the lair of this
monster. as you
progress, you'll

meet a few other
people and learn
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more about the
world of the
monster and

what it means to
be a monster.
what are you
going to do?
description:

important: do not
press anything

right before game
starts, game
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consists from two
files that need to
preload before all

actions like
keyboard keys

can be
recognised. this

is a full and
uncensored

version of the
shinobi girl.

there's a lot of
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levels, monsters
and sex in this

version. also you
can use these

passwords (but
sometimes game
breaks after that)

- gal: open
gallery, nd: no
damage, bi:

bomb infinity,
allinone - all
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together + debug
mode. use arrow
or w a s d keys to
move, z to attack,
x to masturbate,

c to cause
explosion.
updated:

2021-09-21,
posted:

2012-12-26
you're a girl who
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used to live with
your parents in a

different city.
now you moved
in to your sister
and started a

new life. you're a
shy guy who

don't know how
to talk to girls.
also you don't
have too much
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friends. your
sister is opposite
and works a lot.
soon you'll meet
a women who'll
become your

girlfriend. story
will go on and
there will be a
mix of genders

(shemales, gays
etc). you used to
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live with your
parents in a

different city.
now you moved
in to your sister
and started a

new life. you're a
shy guy who

don't know how
to talk to girls.
also you don't
have too much
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friends. your
sister is opposite
and works a lot.
soon you'll meet
a women who'll
become your

girlfriend. story
will go on and
there will be a
mix of genders

(shemales, gays
etc). 5ec8ef588b
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